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Effect of ultrasound on the pH profiles in the unstirred layers
near planar bilayer lipid membranes measured
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A pH shift in the unstirred layers (USLs) near a planar lipid bilayer membrane was induced by the diffusion of acetic acid along
a concentration gradient. By means of a microelectrode technique it was shown that ultrasound decreases the thickness of the
USL and that this reduction was much more pronounced on the side facing the ultrasound transducer than on the opposite side
of the membrane. The effect depending on sound frequency and pressure is caused by the unidirectional fluid flow built up
between transducer surface and membrane, the so-called quartz wind. Theoretical considerations based on the equations of the
acoustic streaming near interfaces combined with the diffusion equation allow to predict the thickness of the USL if the sound
field parameters are known.

Introduction
Unstirred layer (USL) effects play an essential role
in .transport across biological membranes. The layers
adjacent to membranes act as additional diffusion barriers so that rapidly permeating substances could actually be rate-limited by diffusion within the USLs [1].
The reduction of the USL due to an unidirectional
fluid flow developed in an ultrasonic field may be
regarded as a possible mechanism for several bioeffects
of ultrasound in vitro and in vivo. Such effects were
found in different systems:
(a) catalytic reactions due to an enhanced mass transfer to the active center of immobilized enzymes
[2-4],
(b) isolated cells showing an increasing permeability
for various substances [5,6] and
(c) the permeation of pharmacological substances
through membrane barriers [7].
Recently, in vitro studies have been undertaken to
investigate the influence of ultrasound on the thickness
of the USL near a bilayer lipid membrane (BLM).
Using indirect methods like current measurements during the incorporation of gramicidin [8J and transmem-
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brane potential measurements in the presence of a
protonophore and an acetate gradient [9] it was found
that ultrasound reduces the size of the USL {) in
dependence on the sound intensity. These studies,
however, were of qualitative character. In order to
obtain quantitative results of the final thickness of the
USL with an acceptable accuracy we now applied a
microelectrode technique as proposed by Kasche and
Kuhlmann [10]. First Antonenko and Bulychev measured pH profiles near BLM [11].
l) is defined in terms of the concentration gradient
at the wall (see, e.g., Ref. 12):
I -Cbl=oc!
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where x is the distance from the membrane. Cs and c b
are the concentrations of the diffusing substances at
the membrane surface and in the bulk solution, respectively. A possible solution of Eqn. 1 is the following
exponential function:
(2)

Knowing the sound field parameters the streaming
velocity v can be estimated in the bulk volume [13].
Using Fick's law of diffusion it is possible to connect {)
with the velocity Vy of the buffer movement towards
the membrane within the viscous boundary layer. Vy is
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assumed not to depend on the space coordinates parallel to the membrane and so do the steady state concentration of the diffusing substance [14]. Finally, the
equation
de
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can be used to describe the balance between convection and diffusion [14], where D is the diffusion coefficient.
Materials and Methods
The BLMs were produced by a conventional method
[15] in a hole, 1.2 mm in diameter, of a diaphragm of a
PTFE chamber. The membrane forming solutions contained 20 mg phosphatidylcholine from soybeans
(Sigma) and 10 mg cholesterol (Serva) in 1 ml of
n-decane (Merck). A solution consisting of 1 mM Tris
(Fluka), 1 mM Mes (Boehringer), 1 mM f3-alanine
(Merck) and 100 mM cholinchloride (Fluka) surrounded the bilayers. It was agitated by magnetic bars
which stirred with the same velocity in all experiments.
Sodium acetate was added at one side of the membrane. The weak acid mediated proton flux through
the membrane caused a concentration gradient of protons within the USL [16]. This gradient was measured
as the potential difference between a pH microelectrode and a reference electrode, both of them placed
in the buffer solution at the same side of the membrane. The reference electrode was positioned outside
the soundfield. The voltage date were recorded by a
Keithley 617 electrometer and transferred to a personal computer. The experimental arrangement is
shown in Fig. 1.
The pH sensors were made of glass capillaries containing antimony. After pulling their tips had a diameter of about 5-10 J-Lm. The pH electrodes were moved
by a hydraulic micro drive manipulator. The touching of
the membrane was indicated by a steep change of pH
electrode potential [17]. Since the velocity of the electrode motion was known (4 J-Lm S-I) the position of the
pH sensor relatively to the membrane could be determined at any instant of the experiment. The accuracy
of the distance measurements was limited by the lack
of a definite reference position for the membrane
surface. It was assumed to be situated between the
onset of the steep potential change and the breakdown
of the BLM. The former was used as reference quantity. Usually, the withdrawal of the electrode started
before the membrane was ruptured. A maximum total
error of 8 J-Lm was estimated.
In control experiments the membrane conductance
was monitored via the electric current at a constant
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the experimental arrangement. 1, bilayer lipid
membrane; 2, PTFE chamber; 3, magnetic stirrer bar; 4, stirrer; 5,
reference electrode; 6, antimony electrode sensitive to H+; 7, hydraulic microdrive; 8, electrometer (Keithley 617); 9, ultrasound
transducer; 10, rf generator (LeCroy 9109) and broadband amplifier
(rf power labs 161C); 11, ceramic hydrophone; 12, selective level
meter (Anritsu ML422BjC); 13, personal computer; 14, absorber;
15, acoustic window; 16, water bath.

voltage of 50 mV. Therefore, reference electrodes were
placed on both sides of the membrane and the built-in
voltage source of the electrometer was used.
The ultrasonic fields were produced by broadband
transducers obtained from Panametrics with resonance
frequencies at 2.5, 5 and 10 MHz. The focal distance of
the transducers was 50 mm. They were calibrated by
means of a membrane polyvinylidene fluoride hydrophone purchased from NTR-Systems [18]. Additionally, one unfocussed broadband transducer with a
resonance frequency of 3 MHz was used.
The ultrasound waves were transmitted through a
small watertank to the PTFE chamber terminated by
two acoustical windows made either of Parafilm or of
polyethylene film. The BLM was positioned in the
focus of the transducer under the control of a hydrophone. To exclude cavitational events during sound
exposure the hydrophone was used to detect subharmonic acoustic signals. However, no emission was
found. Recently, a rapid increase in streaming velocity
was related to the harmonic content in the sound wave
[19,20]. For that reason the pressure amplitude of the
harmonic signals was measured. It did not exceed 9%
of the amplitude of the fundamental frequency.
Before and after the sonication the temperature of
the buffer solutions was measured. Heating from ultrasonic absorption was less than 0.5 K, i.e., negligible.
Results
Membrane conductivity was always in the range of
(6.6 ± 2) 10- 8 a-I cm- 2 • It was not altered by ultrasound irradiation.
No shift of the potential difference could be measured if the pH electrode was exposed to ultrasound in
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the bulk volume. This indicates that sound-electrode
interactions do not disturb the experimental results.
The diffusion of acetic acid along a concentration
gradient through a BLM causes a pH shift in the USL.
Fig. 2 demonstrates examples of pH profiles recorded
in the USL of a BLM at pH 8. The ultrasonic field
affected the difference £1 pH between the pH values of
the bulk and the layer immediately at membrane surface. On the side facing the transducer, in the following called cis side, £1pH was decreased, whereas it was
increased at the opposite, i.e. trans side. The difference £1 pH across the membrane remained unaffected
by the soundwaves.
The thickness of the USL at the cis and trans sides
was diminished by ultrasound. But the sound effect at
the cis side was much greater than at the trans side.
These results were independent of the compartment to
which the acetate has been added to. The profiles
obtained at pH 5 for lower acetate concentrations (1
mM) were similar to those demonstrated in Fig. 2.
All measurements were made in steady state which
was achieved shortly after the addition of acetate as a
consequence of the agitation by the magnetic stirrer
bars. The steady state proton concentration was shifted
by ultrasound. After the beginning of each irradiation
period the system needed some seconds to reach a new
steady state. This shift was entirely reversible.
Fig. 3 gives an example of the time dependence of
the proton concentration in a distance of 90 p,m from
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Fig. 2. The concentration of H+ recorded at both sides of the
membrane as a function of the distance to the membrane at pH 8 of
the bulk solutions. The solid curves show the profiles under reference conditions the dotted ones in a continuous ultrasonic field of a
focussed transducer at 10 MHz and a spatial average pressure of 77
kPa. The concentration of acetic acid at the cis side was 60 mM. The
ultrasound beam was directed from cis to trans.

Fig. 3. Change of the proton concentration as function of time. The
arrows indicate ultrasound on (first arrow) and off (second arrow),
respectively. The microsensor was placed in a distance of 90 J.lom to
the membrane surface in the cis chamber where the acetic acid
concentration was 20 mM. pH of the bulk 7.5. The direction of sound
propagation was from cis to trans. A plane transducer produced a
sound field of 4 MHz and a continuous spatial peak time average
pressure of 54 kPa (solid line) and 35 kPa (dotted line).

the membrane when ultrasound of different intensities
was turned on and off.
The steady state H+ concentration is an exponential
function of the distance to the membrane (Fig. 2).
Fitting all experimental results as required by Eqn. 2 a
good correlation was achieved. The parameters 0 and
Cs
c b were used to describe the ultrasound effect.
Varying the frequency 1 in the range from 1 to 12
MHz pH profiles of the cis side were recorded at
different values of sound pressure. As an example
C s - c b at the cis side was presented as a function of
the average sound pressure at 10 MHz (Fig. 4).
The dependence of 0 on the reciprocal of the square
of the sound pressure p is linear for high pressure
values (Fig. 5). The solid line represents 0 as expected
from the theory (see Discussion).
Detecting 0 at the spatial average sound pressure of
50 kPa in analogues figures at all frequencies used, we
obtained the dependence of 0 on 1- 2 corrected by a
theoretical value G (see Discussion) which characterizes the properties of the different transducers (Fig. 6).
Again the theoretical values are indicated by a solid
line.
The theory developed in the next section does not
require any information about the buffer capacity or
the absolute concentrations of acetate added. Nevertheless, the concentration profiles shown in Fig. 7
demonstrate that the final thickness of the unstirred
layer depends on the concentration gradient also in an
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Fig. 4. The difference of the proton concentration values at membrane surface C s and in the bulk c b is plotted versus the spatial
average time average sound pressure at a sound frequency of 10
MHz (focussed transducer). The cis solution contained 1 mM acetic
acid. The direction of sound propagation was from cis to trans. The
pH value of the bulk solutions was 5.

ultrasonic field. The profiles obtained at 1.0 and 70
mM acetate are compared under similar conditions.
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Fig. 6. The dependence of the thickness of the unstirred layer on the
frequency f in terms of G -1 f- 2 at a constant spatial average sound
pressure of 50 kPa. In order to vary the sound frequency from 1 to 12
MHz in steps of 1 MHz broadband focussed transducers with resonance frequencies at 10 MHz (G = 3.6,10 -7 m 2 ), 5 MHz (G = 5.5'
10- 7 m 2 ) and 2.25 MHz (G = 1.5 '10- 6 m 2 ) were used. The experimental conditions were the same as in Fig. 4. The slope of the solid
line was derived from theory and amounts to 3.48.10 3 m 3 s - 2.

potential measurements performed in the presence of
a protonophore in an ultrasonic field under similar
conditions [9]. In that work it was suggested that the

Discussion
The value found for membrane conductivity is in
accordance with literature data available for phosphatidylcholinej cholesterol model membranes [21,22].
Also, its invariability during sonication was reported
earlier [23,9].
The pH difference across the membrane remained
constant during sound exposure in comparison to the
reference conditions. This agrees with transmembrane
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Fig. 5. The size of the un stirred layer is is plotted in dependence on
p-2 (spatial average time average sound pressure). The experimental
conditions were the same as in Fig. 4. The slope of the solid line was
derived from theory and amounts to 2.4 '10 5 kg 2 m -1 s -4.
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Fig. 7. The concentration of H+ recorded at the cis side of the
membrane as function of the distance from the membrane at pH 5 of
the bulk volume. The solid line indicates the pH profiles under
reference conditions, the broken line shows the profiles during the
application of ultrasound. An unfocussed sound transducer transmitting soundwaves from cis to trans with a peak pressure of 54 kPa at
a frequency of 4 MHz was used. The buffer at the trans side of the
membrane contained acetic acid in the final concentration of: A, 70
mM; and B, 1 mM.
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mechanism responsible for the decrease of the USL
thickness in an ultrasonic field was an unidirectional
fluid flow, the so-called quartz wind, established in
front of the transducer. Since cavitation in the exposure chamber near the BLM is not very likely because
of the lack of subharmonic signals apart from quartz
wind one mechanism for the reduction of the USL is
conceivable only: microstreaming due to vibrations of
the membrane interacting with the sound wave [24].
However, in the latter case there should be no essential difference between the ultrasound effect on the
USL thickness at the cis and trans side. As seen from
Fig. 2 the USL on the cis side was much smaller than
that on the opposite side. If there was any microstreaming it had no significant influence on our
experimental results. Therefore, we suppose that quartz
wind is the mechanism responsible for the reduction of
the USL in the sound field.
The sound energy absorbed by the buffer solution
will partly be transformed into the mechanical energy
of the streaming. In water the velocity of the streaming
along the sound axes can be calculated according to
Liebermann [13]:

PTFE chamber. The precondition that the product of
the free propagation length and sound absorption coefficient must be much less than unity is met too. The
estimation of v was made regardless of the harmonic
content of the sound waves. Due to the neglect an
error occurred which was less than 5%.
An additional argument in favor of the quartz wind
hypothesis is the way how 8 depends on the streaming
velocity v. According to the non-slip condition v will
decrease within the viscous boundary layer to a value
of vV<O) 0 at the membrane surface. The distance 8y
is defined as the distance from the membrane where Vv
equals 99% of v. Schlichting [26] has derived an expression for vv(8):
(7)

where v is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid and a is
a constant. a can be determined calculating Vv at a
distance 8 to the membrane. As far as 8 « 8 11 [14] the
velocity of the viscous flow near the membrane has to
be found as [26]:
(8)

(27Tf)2 IG
v=(2+b)----c4
pu

(4)

t,

where
I and u are sound frequency, intensity and
velocity, respectively and p is the density of water.
Factor b is a constant depending on the viscosity of the
medium and amounts to 2.4 for water [13]. The geometrical factor G is a function of the size of the sound
beam with the radius rs and the radius of the cylindrical PTFE chamber ro [13]:
(5)

The intensity I determined by a radiation pressure
method was substituted by the quotient of the square
of the rms pressure p measured with the help of a
hydrophone and the characteristic acoustic impedance,
i.e., the product of c and p [25]. For the transformation we get:
(6)

In Liebermann's equation rs is the radius of a
soundfield with rectangular pressure distribution. In a
real sound field generally rs is assumed to be that
radius of the profile where p has dropped to 50% of its
peak value on the beam axis.
Although Eqn. 6 was developed for plane transducers it is assumed that it describes also our focused
soundfields with sufficient accuracy since the focus
length corresponds well with the total length of the

where h is a numerical constant, approximately equal
to 1.233 [26]. The unknown velocity vy (8) can be obtained solving Eqn. 3 by means of Eqn. 2 at x 8:
D

vy(o)

S

(9)

Eqn. 3 is valid in the steady state. Fig. 3 shows that
ultrasound alters the steady state concentrations. A
short period of time after turning ultrasound on the
concentration values remained constant.
From Eqns. 6-9 the dependence of 8 on the sound
parameters can be derived:
(10)

The theoretical and the experimental results are in
good agreement at high sound frequencies and high
pressure values (Figs. 4 and 5). In order to find the
numerical solution of Eqn. 10 for D the value 5' 10- 5
cm2 S-l and for p the spatial average data were inserted.
Figs. 5 and 6 show that 8 is not a linear function of
2
p-2 and
when v is small. This result is not
unexpected because it is obvious that the USL should
have a finite thickness even if there is no stirring
motion at all [17,27].
It can not be excluded that ultrasound decreases the
USL adjacent to the pH electrode. However, the effect
has been neglected in the considerations made until
now because an estimation shows that the size of this

r
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USL should not exceed lO JLm without stirring [lO].
Buffer movements due to the magnetic bars reduced
this value so that it was small in comparison with the
total error of the determination of o.
Figs. 2 and 7 indicate that the thickness of the USL
and .:l pH in the USL strongly depend on the concentration gradient of acetic acid as well as on the buffer
capacity, although the stirring conditions have always
been kept constant. High concentrations of acetic acid
were accompanied by large pH changes in the USL
and high values of 0 (Fig. 7). These results were found
in spite of the fact that the regression coefficient of the
curve fitting using Eqn. 2 is not as good as at small
concentrations.
Acetate played not only the part of a carrier of
protons but increased the buffer capacity too. High
buffer capacities decreased the absolute value of the
concentration difference Cs C b and seemed to enlarge
the thickness of the USL (Fig. 2). These observations
agree with results obtained by measurements of pH
profiles near a membrane [28] and with the decrease of
the transmembrane pH with increasing buffer capacity
[29].
Summarizing, we conclude that ultrasound induced
streaming is able to affect both the thickness of the
unstirred layer 0 as well as the pH shift .:l pH within
the USL. Their final magnitudes are not only a function of the ultrasound field parameters but of their
own initial values too.
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